
KEY BENEFITS AND FEATURES 

 Secure platform to share 

information with joint venture 

parties during the venture lifecycle 

 Collaboration on workflows, 

events, compliance, and data 

management 

 Increased visibility and efficiency of 

information processes within a joint 

venture 

 Content management of different 

document types throughout their 

lifecycle 

 Better governance and flexibility 

with regard to compliance and 

local legislation 
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License2Share 

il and gas companies have always entered into joint 

ventures to protect and grow their businesses. Today, 

collaboration has become an increasingly important 

aspect of their joint venture strategies and management. 

Collaboration ensures better knowledge sharing, decision-

making, governance, security and compliance when it comes to 

handling multiple, complex joint venture relationships. 

CGI understands the joint venture lifecycle and the role of collaboration in 

improving joint venture success. We offer an industry-leading, cloud-based 

collaboration solution for joint ventures called License2Share. License2Share 

brings together joint venture parties with disparate applications, processes and 

data to form a single, secure platform for effective collaboration. 

FEATURES 

License2Share manages joint venture licenses, partner reporting and regulatory 

compliance throughout the lifetime of a joint venture. Key features include the 

following: 

 Single platform for information sharing: Enables secure sharing of 

information from disparate systems among joint venture partners via a 

single platform, improving efficiencies, access, and version control.  

 Role-based dashboard: Enables joint venture administrators to manage 

and share licenses via a role-based dashboard; roles (for committees, 

groups and individual users) and authorization levels are easy to set up and 

manage. 

 Reporting: Shared content is organized in a way that makes reporting fast 

and efficient; when reports need to be run, data from multiple sources (e.g., 

exploration and production) can be accessed, aligned, transformed and 

shared with all authorized parties, including authorities. 

 Cloud-based solution: Offered as a cloud service, making it highly suited 

to address the issues arising from changing partnerships, assets, 

processes and data volumes.  

 Security and identity management: Robust security and identity 

management capabilities ensure controlled access to information and 

secure information sharing on a need-to-know basis. 
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ABOUT CGI 

With 68,000 professionals operating 

in 400 offices in 40 countries, CGI 

fosters local accountability for client 

success while bringing global 

delivery capabilities to clients’ front 

doors.  

Founded in 1976, CGI applies a 

disciplined delivery approach that 

has achieved an industry-leading 

track record of delivering 95 percent 

of projects on-time and on-budget.  

Our high-quality business consulting, 

systems integration and managed 

services help clients leverage current 

investments while adopting new 

technology and business strategies 

that achieve top and bottom line 

results. 

 As a demonstration of our 

commitment, our client satisfaction 

score consistently measures higher 

than 9 out of 10.  

Visit cgi.com for more information or 

e-mail us at info@cgi.com.  
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BENEFITS 

License2Share transforms joint venture management, removing the risks of 

working in isolation and delivering all of the benefits of enhanced collaboration. 

Through License2Share, our clients gain the following advantages: 

 Enhanced collaboration on workflows, events, compliance, document 

sharing and data management  

 Increased data integrity, visibility, access and security  

 Greater information process efficiencies  

 Content management of different document types throughout their life cycle  

 Better governance and flexibility with regard to regulatory compliance  

 Easy-to-use, consistent interfaces across multiple ventures and partners  

WHY CGI? 

CGI has decades of experience in the oil and gas industry and specialized 

expertise in designing, developing and implementing collaboration solutions, 

including knowledge management strategies and initiatives, enterprise content 

management, and web portals for major oil and gas companies across the 

globe. 

License2Share was developed in collaboration with the Exploration & 

Production Information Management Association (EPIM) and OpenText. Today, 

the solution is used by more than 7,500 joint venture administrators and 

manages licenses for more than 500 joint ventures. 

 


